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ACQUISITION: This collection is a gift of Leonard Delano’s son, Douglas Delano. The initial donation, prints of the raising of the Islander, Acc. # 2011-032. The balance of the collection, including nitrate film negatives, Acc. # 2016-040.

ACCESS: The collection is unrestricted.

COPYRIGHT: Request for permission to publish or reproduce material from the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.

PROCESSING: This collection was divided into series. Series I consists of b&w photographic prints, Series II consists of 8x10 nitrate negatives, and Series III consists of Kodak negative albums that contain 3x4 sheet film. A portion of the negatives in Series II and III have been scanned, however, no prints have been made. This collection has been described at the item level. All items were placed into Mylar photo sleeves or negative sleeves, pH-neutral folders, and an archival box.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

LEONARD H. DELANO was born in Seattle, Washington, on August 30, 1908; except for four years in Alaska (including two years with the Islander raising), he lived in Oregon. While in Alaska he worked as a motion picture cameraman for the 1938 movie Call of the Yukon.

After returning to Oregon, he did newsreel work using a 35mm motion picture camera and worked as a reporter for the Oregonian and the Oregon Journal. Leonard attended Benson Tech High School in Portland and was a member of the University of Oregon class of 1930, majoring in geology and journalism. He began working for Brubaker Aerial Surveys while learning photogrammetry. He eventually bought the company as well as several other photographic businesses, all operating as Delano Photographics and Western Mapping Company in Portland.

He retired in 1983 after working 48 years in commercial photography and photogrammetry mapping. He accumulated a large collection of historical photographs and continued to be interested in the Geological Society of the Oregon Country. Often he was asked to speak on illustrated geology subjects for this and other groups. Leonard was a member of the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, the Photographers Association of America, the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, and the Masonic Lodge.

The father of two boys, Leonard often shared with them stories of his adventure in Alaska. He died in 1989 without realizing his dream of publishing his account of the Islander's raising.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

Prints and negatives document Delano’s work as a professional photographer in Juneau, 1932 – 1936. They include photos of aircraft and boats. Two particular portions of the collection document the raising of the ship the Islander, in 1934, and still images taken during Delano’s employment as a camera operator on the motion picture Call of the Yukon, in 1938.

SUBJECTS

Glaciers, wildlife, boats and ships, aircraft, Juneau, Alaska.

INVENTORY

Series 1 - Photo prints

Folder 1: Islander Expedition, 1934.
   (Rear Row) Willard Warren, Ernest Peterson, Dick Triple, Al Walker, Captain George Rose, Blair Hedrick
   (Third Row) Clifford Johnson, Russell Clithero, Captain Charles Hayes, Gerald Banta,
O.H.(Slim) Hurlbut, Leo Blessener, George Busby, C.C. McAlister, Ernest Olsen
(Second Row) Dick Kohler, Thurman (Shorty) Curtis, Si Hellene, Willard Robbins,
Pernan Waddell, Frank Sandberg, Captain Frank Curtis, Charles Casely
(Front Row) Edward Simmons, Dick Frary, Albert Clithero, Ray Clithero, Larry
Olmstead, Captain J.C. Brownfield, Kelly Garfield, David Olmstead

2. [Two salvage vessels with the hull of the Islander between them on dry land.]

3. [Deck of the salvage ship:] “Lift cables were adjusted with these winches.”

4. [Grounded Islander hull, with expedition members at stern.]

5. [Group portrait. Four expedition members pose with propellers of Islander.] “Islander
Propellers & Some Of Salvage Crew, ©1934 Leonard Delano, Salvage Photo No. 158;
©Not For Publication”

end of Islander’s hulk, Photo ©Leonard Delano”


8. ©Delano. verso: “Hulk of Islander in final cleaning process between lift ships.”

9. [Wide view of ship in tow behind a tug.] ©Delano

10. #122. verso: “Where largest find of gold was made on Islander. ©Leonard Delano.”
[Man holding gold pan, posing by a wall mounted urinal.]

11. Skulls of man & dog from salvaged Islander ©1934 Delano No 220.
verso: “UNFORTUNATES WHO NEVER GOT OUT OF THE SHIP.
The salvage crew’s doctor examines bones for identification. These are part of the earthly
remains of a man and a dog found side by side in the hull of the Islander. Evidently the
faithful dog had stayed with his master. No identification could be found on the bones.
Copyright 1934 Leonard Delano.”

Folder 2:
1. [Bear laying on ice]

2. [Seven stamps from See Alaska Nature’s Greatest Masterpiece series; three of the stamps
are attached to the front of a postcard]
   Alaska’s Flag
   Auk Lake and Mendenhall Glacier near Juneau
   Mail, Passengers and Freight Carried by Air
   World’s Greatest Seal Rookery, Pribilof Islands
   Lake Bennett near Skagway on Old Klondike Trail
   Thirty-three Inch Rainbow, Russian River
   White Pass Steamer in Five Finger Rapids, Yukon River

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA594.pdf
3. [Six stamp like items with photographs of:]
   Mammoth crab, Tenakee, Alaska
   The A-J Mill, Juneau, Alaska
   Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska
   Juneau, Alaska (2)
   Governors Mansion, Juneau, Alaska
4. [Stationery, Curry Hotel, Curry, Alaska]
5. [Stationery, Alaska Steamship Co., The Alaska Line, On Board S.S.]
7. [Piece of chamois cloth]

Folder 3: Sunken Klondike Gold: How a lost fortune inspired an ambitious effort to raise the S.S. Islander by Leonard H. Delano

Series II - Nitrate Negatives (8”x10”)
Folder 1:
1. A.P. Kashevaroff in Alaska Territorial Museum. (1 negative) [SCANNED]

Folder 2: Juneau Buildings.
1. [Building near Juneau Young Hardware Co.]
2. The Bergman; Delano Photo, Juneau, Alaska.
3. Assembly Apts.; Delano Photo, Juneau 1934
4. [Shattuk Building, The Hayes Shop Storefront, 3rd and Seward.]
5. Presbyterian Church
6. Decker Bldg., 1935
7. Zynda Building, Hotel Zynda
8. [View of five story building and vacant lot]
9. [Two, two story homes side by side]
10. [Fosbee Apartment building, four stories visible; roofs of homes below]

Folder 3: St. Ann’s Hospital
1. [St. Ann’s Hospital]
2. St. Ann’s Hospital
3. St. Ann’s Hospital

Folder 4: Juneau-Douglas Bridge
1. [Juneau-Douglas Bridge construction, view from water of one segment of bridge]
2. [Juneau-Douglas Bridge construction, view from Douglas, nearly complete; Juneau in background including AJ mine]

Folder 5: Home Grocery and American Meat Company
1. Home Grocery and American Meat Company [Two trucks parked and seven people standing in front of store]
Folder 6: “The Terminal” ice cream parlor.
1. The Terminal – Juneau Dairy’s ice cream; Delano Photo, Juneau
2. [Interior of ice cream parlor, seats at counter with six staff behind counter ready to serve] Delano Photo, Juneau ‘36
3. [Interior, staff of six women and two men in uniforms], Alexander’s Ragtime Band [two men and one woman], Delano Photo
4. [Interior of ice cream parlor, seats at counter]
5. [Interior of ice cream parlor, seats at counter with six staff behind counter ready to serve] Delano Photo, Juneau ‘36
6. [Interior, staff of six women and two men in uniforms], Alexander’s Ragtime Band [two men and one woman]

Folder 7: Juneau Lumber Mills
1. [Lumber Mills buildings with lumber stacked outside, Mount Juneau, houses, and buildings in background], Delano Photo, Juneau
2. Lumber Mills & Juneau, ©Photo by Leonard Delano, Juneau ‘36

Folder 8: Pacific Alaska Airways 1935 [Scanned]
1. [Four men standing beside Pacific Alaska Airway plane]
2. [People boarding a Pacific Alaska Airway plane, people standing outside terminal building], Delano Photo, Juneau, 1935
3. [Cab driver with cap that reads White Line Cab Co. standing by cab, Pacific Alaska Airway plane]
6. First private plane to land at Juneau Airport. Lyman Peck, general manager of Pacific Alaska Airways holds register, Mr. Blankman, owner, signs while Pilot Lemantine looks on. Photo by Leonard Delano Juneau.

Folder 9: Cardinal Cab Company
1. Cardinal Cab Company [Four cabs parked in front of Cardinal Cab Company building, ten staff members standing near cabs]

Folder 10: Grayline Motor Tours
1. Grayline Motor Tours [Four tour Grayline Tour cars parked on wharf, drives standing beside cars] Delano Photo Juneau

Folder 11: Mendenhall Dairy
1. [Mendenhall Dairy buildings and truck]

Folder 12: Continuous arch dam.
1. [Two men on the top of a continuous arch dam]

Folder 13: Law enforcement officers
1. [Four law enforcement officers and one civilian standing on Capitol Building steps] Delano Photo

Folder 14: Automobile
1. [Man sitting in automobile, 1936 Alaska license plate]

Folder 15: Rotary Club
1. [Members of the Rotary Club sitting at tables eating]

Folder 16: KINY Radio.
2. [Interviewer with guest outfitted for mining expedition standing at KINY microphone]

Folder 17: Ships, boats (4¼ x3¼, negatives)
1. [Ship at dock]
2. [Small boat in cove]
3. [Two men on ship standing in lifeboats]
4. [Boats in boat harbor, Jerry T-3886, AJ mine]
5. [Ship at dock, AJ mine]
6. [Ships in water, mountain in background]
7. [Detroit in water, Mount Juneau in background]
8. [Bellingham of Ketchikan at dock]
9. [Boats in boat harbor, AJ mine]
10. [Bellingham of Ketchikan and two other ships at dock]
11. [Prince of Wales and Alma Juneau at dock, AJ mine]
12. [Detroit in water, Mount Juneau in background]
13. [Ship in water near land]
14. [Prince David near dock, Umpqua Juneau]
15. [Boats in boat harbor]
16. [Ship in channel]
17. [Yukon at dock, group standing on dock]
18. [Crew rowing boat, large ship in background]

Series III - Nitrate Negatives
Kodak Negative Albums: 3”x 4” sheet film
Descriptions are from photographer’s list at front of each album.

Album 1: Movie Location Scenes [Call of the Yukon] & Mendenhall Scenics
1. Walking over top of Mendenhall.
2. Scenic pinnacles against sun.

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA594.pdf
3. Snowing in Village set. [Scanned]
4. Looking down on location from top glacier.
5. [Ice?] (3 negs)
6. Trail to Mendenhall against sun.
7. Pinnacles & Cliff – Mendenhall front
8. Sunset from location Mendenhall
9. Sunrise from location Mendenhall (2 negs)
10. Mendenhall with Mt. McGinnis background
11. Front of Mendenhall from set (2 negs)
12. Ice pinnacle & dogs
13. Cirro Stratus clouds from Mendenhall
14. Taku blowing off top Mtn. Mendenhall (2 Negs)
15. Ice Cave Mendenhall
16. Snow Covered top of Mendenhall
17. Mendenhall front in winter (3 negs)
18. “Men” Mendenhall Privy in Winter
19. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
20. Foggy shore of Taku glacier inlet (2 Negs)
21. Fog-wreathed Taku glacier
22. Taku glacier inlet from M.S. Seal (flag)
23. Rowing boat scene – Taku glacier
24. Taku from [Yacobi ?]
25. Face of Taku – winter overcast weather (2 Negs)
26. Carrying dead game warden [Empty sleeve, no negative]
27. Boat in scene same location (2 Negs)
28-29. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
30. Close-up cub bear
31. Cub bears on ice overhang Mendenhall (2 Negs)
32. Cub bear on ice
33-34. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
35. Big Bear from above it
36. Big Bear across ice front Mendenhall
37-41. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
42. [Firefly?][Looks like husky] in front Ice – Mendenhall
43. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
44. Dog (stern view) goes thru crevasse
45. Dog howling & Jack Weatheraoux Mendenhall
46-47. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
48. Dawn sighting finder
49. Dawn photographing Nix
50. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
51-53. Dog lineups Chena River
54. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
55. Long line up of migration up hill
56-59. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
60. Village Set-Graehl, Fairbanks

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA594.pdf
61-100. [Empty sleeves, no negative]

**Album 2**: Personal Aviation Alaska [Scanned]
1. L. F. Barr North Canada Air Exp holding DeVry (2 negs)
2. Barr looking out cockpit
3. Barr & Barrager (Mech.)
4. Myself “shooting” Barr
5. Barr after landing on skis
6. Barr’s landing field at Juneau
7. Barr over field
8. Barr landing
9. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
10. New Patco Landing against sun
11. New Patco Taxiing – Bridge in back
12. New Patco in air heading for landing [Empty sleeve, no negative]
13. Patco taxiing A.J. in back
14. Patco in Air (2 Negs)
15. Patco in air over channel
16. AAT Bellanca (against sun)
17. Patco & Hangar (3 negs)
18. Patco in air (2 negs)
19. Lockheed being lifted into Patco hanger
20. Irving Lockheed Vega-AJ in back
21. Making ready to take off Irving Lockheed [Empty sleeve, no negative]
22. Irving Lockheed on float, mnts in back
23. A. J. Viewed from under Lockheed wings
24. AAT Hangar in winter
25-27. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
28. Patullo(?), Dobbin, Barr
29. Patullo(?), Dobbin, Watson, Griffen, Hethy[?](2 negs)
30. Dr. Dawes in front of Klemm
31. Dr. Dawes & Simmons front of Klemm
32. Launching Klemm (2 Negs)
33. Wilfred (Sonny) Lund & Aeronca
34. Tony Schwamm & Aeronca
35. Klemm in Clouds
36. Aeronca in clouds
37. Gorst Flying Boat (2 Negs)
38. Charles (Slim) [Gropslin?] (2 negs)
39. Eastman Flying Boat (from Atlin)
40. Fairchild (K[?] Pilot) hopping off for Y.T.
41. Fairchild (K[?] Pilot) hopping off for Y.T.
42. Tom Mitchell & Billingsley loading Fairchild
43. Ferguson Plane, Fairbanks – King, Pilot
44. Close Ups Ma[?] King – Same plane [Fairbanks] (2 negs)
45. Ambulance meets plane at Fairbanks field
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46. Plane on Fairbanks Field
47-50. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
51. PAA Fairchild & North Sea
52. PAA Fairchild at Float (silhouette)
53. PAA Lockheed Electra in air
54. PAA Lockheed & Joe Crosson
55. PAA waiting station – airport
56. Peck talking at opening
57. Electra on opening day at airport (3 Negs)
58. Opening day PAA airport (2 Negs)
59. Unloading Electra
60. Officials & near officials opening day PAA
61. Electra on Tarmac (2 Negs) [PAA]
62. Electra Takes Off (2 negs)
63. PAA Electra in winter, Juneau Airport
64. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
65. Kinner Davis, owner & pilot, Juneau 1936
66. Kinner Davis, landing, Juneau 1936
67. Don Emmons & Kinner Davis
68. Construction of PAA Airport (7 negs)
69. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
70. Tony Schwamm & Clarence Smith (Curtiss Thrush)
71. Curtiss Thrush (Schwamm) landing
72. Curtiss Thrush on field (2 negs)
73. Casey’s Monocoupe over Gast. Channel
74. Initiation Flying Club member – Juneau (3 negs)
75. Marine Airways plane – Juneau (2 negs)
76. Bob Reeves & Myself on Columbia Glacier (5 negs)
77 Bob Reeves & Fairchild on mud flats
78. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
79. Bob Reeves plane on Columbia Glacier (5 Negs)
80. Navy Flying boats (side views) 1936 (3 negs)
81. Navy Flying boats (front views) 1936 (2 negs)
82. Officers on Navy flying boats, 1936. (2 negs)
83. Taking officers out to planes by launch
84. Canadian Plane Takes off – S. S. in fore ground
85-87. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
88. Canadian Plane at Kee[?] hanger with destroyer
89. Norther Airways (Canadian)
90. Russian Fliers (11 negs)
91. Tony Schwamm gases Russ plane (2 negs)
92. Pilot Chet Brown & Copilot Henry Miller (5 Negs)
93-94. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
95. White Pass Yukon Ford (Bookwalter pilot) (5 Negs)
96. [Sikorsky amphibian in air] (2 negs)
97. [Reeve Airway, Fairchild 51 airplane. Two men standing near plane, one standing with motion picture camera on tripod the other standing near propeller]
98. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
99. Ruoff’s Stinson being refueled (2 negs)
100. Crash of Bellanca at Ketchikan (3 negs)

Album 3: Alaskans. Alaska Characters
a. [Miner]
1. Sandy Smith (2 negs)
2. Sandy Smith
3. Old man Robinson & myself (3 negs)
4. Old man Robinson
5. Oscar Ohman of Cordova & [G?] plane (2 negs)
6. Oscar Ohman, Shell Simmons & [Gorst?] (2 negs)
7. Tom Stevens (2 negs)
8. Tom Stevens & Capt of [Noro?]]
9. “Two Step Jake” [Herach?] against port
10. “Two Step Jake” panning - side view
16. “Two Step Jake” close-up panning (side view) (2 negs)
17. “Two Step Jake” shows young fellow how to pan (2 negs)
18. “Two Step Jake” [bust?] close up
19. “Two Step Jake” sitting against post
20. “Two Step Jake” standing against post – close up (2 negs)
21-25. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
26-27. A. J. (Tony) Dimond & Alex H[ollen?]
28-29. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
30. Geologists (2 negs)
31-40. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
41. Dr. Davies
42-99. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
100. Obese Squaw [Empty sleeve, no negative]

1. Fisheries Boat from Forest Pride deck
2. Chilliwack (B.C.) from Forest Pride
3. Forest Pride, Ketchikan Harbor, from Hill (4 negs)
4. Four Masters in Lake Union, Seattle
5. Standard Oil Tanker
6. Cannery Tender
7. Georgia & Forest Pride in Grenville Channel (7 negs)
8. Forest Pride enroute north (views) (3 negs)
9. Forest Pride
10. Georgia (2 negs)
11. Princess Norah – Ice Covered (5 negs)
12. Princess Louise
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13-17. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
18. Griffco (B. C. Boat) (2 negs)
19. Prince (George?)
20. Prince David
21. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
22. Captain James Fornance (Chilkoot Bks)
23. Mosquito Fleet – Juneau City Float (3 negs)
24. Seine Boats (4 negs)
25. Yakobi (3 negs)
27. Gill Net boats
28. Gill Net Boats
29. Auklet, Fisheries Boat
30. Jeanne, Taku river boat & barge
31. Jeanne, Taku river boat & barge
32. [Jeane?] and Jazz
33. Betty Ross of Juneau underway (5 negs)
34. Pontoon Outboard (Jerry Jones)
35. Halibut Schooner
36. Jazz (Carl Coles Boat)
37. Cannery Tender
38. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
39. Forester & Crew (2 negs)
40. Zadora – Docking
41. Zapora
42. Evelyn Berg at Juneau
43. W. S. Kirkpatrick (3 negs)
44-48. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
49. Hussar
50. Yacht (Cal.) 7 Georgia
51. Tug Georgia in Wrangell Narrows
52. [Buoys?] Wrangell Narrows
53. Light in the Clearing Wrangell Narrows
54. Bouys & Views – Wrangell Narrows (6 negs)
55-59. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
60. Georgia (from masts F. P.)
61-67. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
68. Alaska Freighter puts to dock at Juneau
69. Alaska S. S. Steamers (3 negs)
70. Hallakala
71. Alaska Steamer (From F. P. after passing)
72. Baranof (Alaska S S) (2 negs)
73-75. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
76. Alaska Schooner under tow of Coast Guard
77. Union Oil Barge at Ketchikan (3 negs)
78. Union Oil Scow at Islander Job
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79. Belait II
80. Fishing Boat – Underway
81. Tally at Juneau during storm (2 negs)
82-86. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
87. Skipper – Mate & Second Mate (2 negs)
88. North Sea (12 negs)
89. North Sea Docking
90. Haida, Tallapoosa & North Sea (2 negs)
91. Tally & Haida, Dock view
92. Tally Dock View Dec. 1984
93. Haida underway – stern view
94. Haida – Ketchikan
95. Mine-Sweeper Swallow (2 negs)
96. Battleship in Juneau Harbor
97. Bow of battleship
98. Destroyer (passing in Grenville Chnl.) [Channel] (2 negs)
99. Tally front of Thane – underway
100. [Empty sleeve, no negative]

1. Copper River RR.
2. Open Country 100 mi South Fairbanks
3. Peak in Wrangell Mtg.
4. Moose & Caribou tracks from air
5. Peak in Coast range N. of Valdez
6. Same Peak
7. Mt Hages – S. of Fairbanks
8. Close up of same
9. Peaks while going thru pass to Valdez
10. Foothills & Wrangell Range – March, 1937
11. Same with Wing Tip
12. Close-up Moose Country – (Fuzzy)
13. Peaks approaching Pass to Valdez
14. “This bridge wiped out every spring”
15. Coast Range En[?] Valdez
16. Same River
17. Wrangell Range
18. Crossing Coast Range
19. (Crashed stream)
20. Peak – a close up on way thru pass
21. Wrangell Mts
22. Wrangell Mts (Poor Neg)
23. Rugged Foothills of the Wrangells
24. Rugged Foothills of the Wrangells
25. Black Rapids Glacier – Perspective
26. Peak in Pass to Valdez
27. Crossing Wrangells
28-32. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
33-34. [No description, similar to 35-42]
35-38. Black Rapids Glacier front
39. E[?] front [Glacier] (fuzzy) (2 nags)
40. Center section [Glacier] detail
41. Long View [Glacier]
42. [View Glacier]
43-48. [No description, similar to 35-42]
49-50. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
51. Valdez
52. Valdez Airport
53. L[inery?] planes Valdez Airport (3 nags)
54. Valdez Airfield (Husky in Foreground) (2 nags)
55. Valdez Airfield (Husky in Foreground) (2 nags)
56-59. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
60. Haakon Christenson[Christensen] over Cantwell
61-69. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
70. Long Shot W B Drawbaugh & Weather Hop Plane
71. Close Up [W B Drawbaugh & Weather Hop Plane]
72. Weather Hop Plane
73-74. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
75. Gillian Plane at McCarthy
76. Fairbanks Airport
77. [Fairbanks Airport]
78-100 [Empty sleeves, no negative]

1-5. Seppala Team
6. [Empty sleeve, no negative]
7-14. Seppala Team
15. Henry Paglan – Close-up
16-19. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
20-22. Mary Hansen & Team Front Plane
23-24. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
25. [No description; sled dog teams and mushers]
26. [No description; sled dog team and musher]
27. [No description; two sled dog teams and mushers, crowd watching; two United States flags flying from post]
28-51. [Empty sleeves, no negative]
52-79. Dog Derby
INVENTORY OF ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
Negatives stored in freezer in vault

1 Box:
Series II: Folders 1-17, Nitrate Negatives, 8x10 (See Finding Aid for more information)
Series III: Kodak Negative Albums 1-6 (See Finding Aid for more information)